Geschwender
Reception Areas
Besides the merely functional processes of checking in and
out, reception desks have the special task of greeting new
visitors. The reception desk is an important feature for the
first impression, so it should be inviting and give an honest
impression to the customer. Attractive design and a high
degree of functionality immediately give you the feeling of
being in good hands.

Our materials and design have been proven and tested for
many years in order to ensure that the correct appearance
and a robust interior are easily achievable. Even exposure
to high humidity areas such as in swimming pools or every day use in restaurant areas cannot weaken our counters’
integrity.

Check in at a Geschwender counter and let the journey
begin...

Leos Sports Club, Munich
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Check in and find out
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Reception and bistro counter. Materials: cherry wood

Rectilinear design with HPL-Compact in cherry decor

and aluminium decor, all surfaces are made of HPL

and a solid surface material worktop in Anthracite. Back

Compact, the wooden fronts are illuminated from behind

wall panel in cherry decor with logo in aluminium decor.

with coloured lights.
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Compact and aluminium, accentuation of the horizontal

Futuristic desk in white HPL-Compact with frosted glass

lines through shadow gaps.

doors and handle-less drawers.
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Reception located inside a swimming pool. The existing
structures are included in the new concept. Anthracite-
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coloured solid surface with glass panels which are
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lluminated from behind provide a contrast to the existing

Functional furniture to complement counter designs, made from solid surface material.

brick work. The staff area is completely behind glass to

Water bottle trolley for training areas and beverage dispenser at the bistro counter. Dispenser

allow for climate control. Vertical sliding windows.

labels in engraved aluminium, inset into the solid surface material.
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